TXT E-Z-GO Enclosure Instructions:

As with any installation wear appropriate eye protection!

A) Verify you have the correct enclosure by confirming part number.
B) Remove windshield by lowering upper half.
C) Remove upper extrusion clip by prying out on upper part first (do not force).
D) Remove the windshield by prying out on the upper part of the windshield extrusion clip and working your way down until it pops free, repeat on the other side (do not force).
E) Remove lower windshield metal keepers and retain for later use.
F) Unfold the enclosure and place on top of the top skin (roof) with the open area facing forward. You may want someone to assist you with this. The front edge of the enclosure has a long pocket (left to right) that fits over the skin. Pull the enclosure to the rear for a good snug fit.
G) Snap the rear enclosure straps into place; this will hold the enclosure in place.
H) Unroll and or place all the side panels down.
I) Hook the rear strap to rear fender area. Adjust straps for a snug fit.
J) Hook the side panel straps to the underside of car. Adjust straps for a snug fit.
K) Install the front windshield strut wraps. Place the zipper area on the inside of the strut (this means both zipper wraps face each other). Make sure the zipper end is inserted fully before zipping down.
L) Zip the side panel doors to the wraps just installed. Again make sure the zipper end is inserted fully before you zip it.
M) Locate the front strut hole and push the metal windshield keeper in place.
N) Set the windshield back in place and gently push the lower end of the extrusion clip over the strut. Work your way upward and press the windshield in place.
O) Install the upper windshield extrusion clip. Again press the lower corner in first and then press into place.
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